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In attendance:  Mr M Andrews (items 154, 155 and 156) 
 

MINUTES 

142. MINUTES 
Confirmed: 
(a) the Minutes of the meeting held on 3 June 2005;  

Document TLC/04/269 – filed with the Minutes 
Secretary’s note: Minute 123: approval should read ‘from October 2005’ (not 2006); 

(b) the Report to Senate from the meeting held on 3 June 2005. 
    Document TLC/04/270 – filed with the Minutes 

143. MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES 
Collaborative Provision (Minute 123) 

Considered: 

(a) a revised matrix analysing our current procedures against the QAA Code of 
Practice on Collaborative Provision and Flexible and Distributed Learning; 

Document TLC/04/271 – filed with the Minutes 

(b) terms of reference and membership of a revised Exchanges Sub-Committee 
of TLC to approve and monitor exchange arrangements; 

Document TLC/04/272 – filed with the Minutes 
(c) a model memorandum for exchange agreements;  

Document TLC/04/273 – (revised copy tabled) filed with the Minutes 

(d) whether any further action was required to align our practice with the 
requirements of the Code in respect of taught programmes; 

Reported: 

(a) that the current proposals would formalise arrangements for approving, 
monitoring and terminating exchange arrangements.  The proposed 
Exchanges Sub-Committee of TLC would replace the existing Erasmus 
Working Group which enabled colleagues involved in exchange 
arrangements to share concerns and good practice but did not have a 
reporting line and was not effective in managing exchange arrangements.  
Relevant colleagues in the International Office were supportive of this 
proposal; 

(b) that in discussion with the University’s legal advisor on the proposed 
memorandum of agreement for exchanges it had become clear that the text 
of paragraph 17 (Choice of Laws) in the standard memorandum on 
collaborative provision needed to be amended to read: ‘This Agreement will 
be governed by the law of England and Wales and shall be subject to the 
exclusive jurisdiction of the English court’; 



(c) that the Head of the International Office was reluctant to include this in the 
memorandum for exchange agreements but that the solicitor’s advice was 
that it would be unwise to omit it; 

(d) that Erasmus exchanges would not require this memorandum as they were 
governed by an EU agreement; 

(e) that the template proposed as Annex 1 of the memorandum had been the 
subject of legal advice but the topics covered were intended for guidance as 
necessary in individual cases; 

Noted: 
(a) that if a partner organisation required additional or alternative text in a 

memorandum of agreement, legal advice would be taken before a final 
agreement was drafted and signed.  This would allow for compromise where 
this was legally advisable, to accommodate the requirements of both 
partners.  If accommodation would not be reached, it might be necessary not 
to progress the collaboration; 

(b) that in addition to the proposed Exchanges Sub-Committee it would be 
possible to continue to hold an annual open meeting of exchange co-
ordinators to discuss concerns, provide information and share good practice; 

(c) that the Student Exchange Society included in-coming exchange students 
and Durham students who had spent a previous year abroad; 

Agreed:  
(a) that the revised matrix be approved and that no further action be required to 

align our procedures with the QAA Code of Practice; 
(b) that the proposal for a revised Exchanges Sub-Committee be approved; 
(c) that the change to paragraph 17 (Choice of Laws) in respect of the general 

memorandum for collaborative provision be approved; 
(d) that the Chairman and Secretary discuss further with the International Office 

the inclusion of a paragraph on Choice of Laws in the memorandum for 
exchange agreements and that Chairman’s action be taken to approve a final 
version.       (Action: AB, BO) 

Secretary’s note: following the meeting it was agreed that the paragraph on Choice of 
Laws should be retained in the model memorandum. 

144. REPORT FROM SENATE 
Received: an extract from the minutes of Senate meeting held on 21 June 2005. 
    Document TLC/04/274 – filed with the Minutes 

145. MATTERS OF REPORT 
(a) Changes to Regulations 

Reported: that the Chairman had taken action to approve changes to 
regulations as detailed on the attached paper;  

Document TLC/04/275 – filed with the Minutes 

Noted: that the following additional changes had also been approved: 
• 

• 

• 
• 

• 
• 
• 

BA Community and Youth Work, (Specialism in Church-based work), 
Diploma of Higher Education (Community and Youth Work); 
Postgraduate Diploma Interpreting with the Deaf Community; 
Postgraduate Certificate Advanced BSL and Related Studies; 
withdrawal of Postgraduate Certificate Business Facilitation; 
The Durham Executive Master of Business Administration at Sinerghia, 
Moscow; 
Postgraduate Certificate The Practice of Education; 
Graduate Diploma Philosophy; 
MA Theological Research; 
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• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

withdrawal of MA International Territory and Boundary Studies; 
withdrawal of BA European Studies; BA European Studies and French / 
German / Spanish; 
BA Ancient History, Ancient History (European Studies); 
BA Classical Past, Classical Past (European Studies); 
BA Classical Studies; 
BA Classics, Classics (European Studies); 
BA Classics I; 
BA Ancient History and Archaeology; 
BA Ancient, Medieval and Modern History; 
BA Classical Studies and English Literature; 
BA English Literature and Latin; 
BA Combined Honours in Arts; 

(b) Membership of TLC 
 Reported: that the Chairman had taken action to approve the nomination of 

Dr Barbara Riddick as the representative of the Faculty of Social Sciences 
and Health for a further year (2005/6); 

 (c) Membership of TLC Strategy Sub-Committee 
Reported: that the Chairman had taken action to re-appoint Professor Meyer 
as a member of TLC Strategy Sub-Committee for a further three years 
(2005/6 – 2007/8); 

146. CHAIRMAN'S BUSINESS 
(a) Anonymity within Boards of Examiners 
 Reported: that the Department of Chemistry had asked TLC to reconsider its 

policy that the classification of degrees be discussed retaining the anonymity 
of the students concerned; 

 Agreed: that this policy be not amended and that the Deputy Dean explain 
this to the department.     (Action: MJE) 

(b) NTFS Awards 
 Reported: that the University’s nominee for an NTFS award in the ‘rising 

stars’ category had been unsuccessful; 

 Noted: 
(i) continued concern that the terms of the award militated against 

research-intensive universities whose staff were expected to develop 
a research profile.  This had already been acknowledged in respect of 
the NTFS ‘experienced staff’ category but might also be an issue for 
younger staff; 

(ii) that it was important that colleagues were not asked to invest time in 
applications that could not prove fruitful and that this was one reason 
why no nomination had been made this year in the ‘experienced staff’ 
category; 

(iii) that the Pro-Vice-Chancellor had made this point in a consultation 
organised by the HEA which was conducting a review of the NTFS 
scheme; 

Agreed: that the Chairman discuss this with colleagues in the Research-
Intensive Universities group and make appropriate representations to the 
HEA.        (Action: AB) 

(c) First-Class Degrees 
 Reported: that the recent THES league tables, based on HESA data for 

2002/3 showed that Durham had awarded 72.3% first-class and 2:1 degrees, 
compared with 65.4% in 2001/2. 
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147. QAA AUDIT REPORT 
Received: a final summary of actions taken to follow up the issues raised by the Audit 
report;    Document TLC/04/276 – filed with the Minutes 
Reported:  

(a) that the following issues were being progressed through the usual channels, 
as indicated: 

(i) recommendation 2: annual review – TLC and faculty TLCs; 

(ii) recommendation 3: monitoring of appraisal – Director of Human 
Resources; 

(iii) recommendations 4 and 5: working group on student feedback (due to 
report to TLC October 2005); 

(iv) paragraph 53 b: QAA Code of Practice on Recruitment and 
Admissions (taught postgraduate) – Graduate School and TLC; 

(v) paragraph 100: tutorial system – Dean of Colleges and Student 
Support Services (away day, summer 2005); 

(vi) paragraph 150: assessment issues in NEITE – Validation Office and 
Management Committee; 

(b) that a formal strategy for quality enhancement needed to be produced 
(recommendation 1); 

Considered: 

(a) production of a quality enhancement strategy in the light of the developing 
work of the Academic Staff Development Officer; 

(b) whether the summary of actions taken could be approved and the follow-up 
working group disbanded; 

Agreed: 

(a) that the actions taken to date were appropriate but that concern remained 
about progress in implementing the QAA Code of Practice in respect of 
postgraduate admissions.  The Chairman and Secretary would discuss this 
further with the Head of the Graduate School and Acting Postgraduate Dean; 

         (Action: AB, BO) 

(b) that the Academic Staff Development Officer be asked to draft a quality 
enhancement strategy;     (Action: SET) 

(c) that the working group be disbanded. 

148. ACCESS TO HIGHER EDUCATION 
Received: a consultation paper from the QAA on proposals for a national credit 
framework for Access to HE programmes;    

Document TLC/04/277 – filed with the Minutes 

Considered: a draft response on behalf of the University prepared by the Secretary; 
    Document TLC/04/278 – filed with the Minutes 

Noted: 

(a) that the framework provided a welcome articulation with the credit frameworks 
currently in use in HE and the new Framework for Achievement developed by 
QCA for vocational qualifications; 
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(b) concern that the Certificate would require only 60 credits of which only 45 had 
to be at HE Level 0; that the Certificate could be taken over a maximum of 5 
years and that achievement would not necessarily be graded.  These issues 
could all make it difficult for access students to progress with confidence to 
HE; 

(c) that some FE courses, or individual tutors, provided information in references 
or informally on the level of achievement of Access course students which 
acted as a proxy for a grading system.  However a formal and transparent 
system would be fairer; 

(d) that HEIs should be able to expect that students from Access courses would 
be able to enter university on the basis of a pass but that experience showed 
that the standard of such students varied considerably, often in line with the 
FE college attended; 

Agreed: that the response be amended in line with the discussion above and 
forwarded to QAA.       (Action: BO) 

149. JOINT AND DUAL AWARDS 
Considered: notes of a QAA ‘round table’ conference on joint awards, provided by 
the Deputy Academic Registrar;     

Document TLC/04/279 – filed with the Minutes 

Noted: 

(a) that it was very helpful to see a clear statement from the QAA on the quality 
assurance issues raised by joint and dual awards; 

(b) the appreciation of TLC for the guidance of the Deputy Academic Registrar on 
this matter which had accurately anticipated the QAA’s concerns; 

(c) that a major risk involved in managing collaborative programmes was the risk 
of failing to meet the rigorous requirements of the QAA that the awarding 
institution should ensure that the provision was compatible with the Academic 
Infrastructure and did not compromise the reputation of the institution or of UK 
HE.  Peter Williams had stated specifically that HEIs should ‘not assume that 
the other parties know what they’re doing’; 

Agreed: that the document be drawn to the attention of Graduate School Committee. 

150. TLC STRATEGY SUB-COMMITTEE 
Received:  

(a) the minutes of the meeting held on 17 June 2005;  
Document TLC/04/280 – filed with the Minutes 

(c) an updated summary of progress in meeting the QAA Code of Practice for 
Students with Disabilities;     

Document TLC/04/281 – filed with the Minutes 

Noted: that many of the issues still being addressed to meet the QAA Code of 
Practice for Students with Disabilities could be progressed now that a new Diversity 
Officer was in post; 

Agreed: that a progress report be brought to the January meeting of TLC.  
(Action TB) 

151. VALIDATION SUB-COMMITTEE 
Received: the minutes of the meeting held on 13 June 2005;  
    Document TLC/04/282 – filed with the Minutes 
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Considered: 
(a) the following issues referred directly to TLC: 

(i) revalidation of the BA in Theology and Ministry and the MA in 
Theology and Ministry for six years in the light of the Periodic Review 
report with effect from September 2005; (Minute 29 (e)); 

Document TLC/04/283 – filed with the Minutes 
(ii) an amendment to the regulations for the Theology and Ministry 

programmes to allow up to 40 credits to be taken from those offered 
by NEITE or by the University’s Department of Theology and Religion 
(Minute 29 (e));     

Document TLC/04/284 – filed with the Minutes 
(iii) the revised regulations for validated programmes for 2005/6 (Minute 

30);  Document TLC/04/285 – filed with the Minutes 
(iv) proposals regarding access to University resources by validated 

partner organisations and their students or staff (Minute 31); 
Document TLC/04/286 – filed with the Minutes 

(v) discussion of the implementation of the QAA Code of Practice on 
Collaborative Provision (Minute 32).  A revised Memorandum of 
Agreement on which legal advice had been obtained, was attached; 

Document TLC/04/287 – filed with the Minutes 
(b) other issues of concern or interest, as follows: 

(i) discussion of the teach-out of New College, Durham provision (Minute 
26 (c)); 

(ii) revision to the cycle of Periodic Reviews (Minute 33); 

Reported: 

(a) that in the Periodic Review of the BA in Theology and Ministry it had become 
apparent that students were enjoying the same IT and Library rights as 
Durham University students.  The original validation agreement had included 
some library rights (but no IT rights) for which payment was made but this 
payment had lapsed; 

(b) that the QAA Audit had also required clarification of the resource entitlements 
of students on validated programmes; the University’s position was that the 
partner organisations should provide learning resources: the University was 
not funded to do so; 

(c) that the St John’s / Ushaw / Wesley College handbook invited students to use 
the University’s support services for disabled students and counselling.  This 
was not part of the validation agreement and could compromise the 
University’s insurance in respect of these services.  The Careers Service was 
not resourced to support such students; 

(d) that providing students who were not registered to the University with access 
to some electronic journals could compromise the University’s copyright 
licence; 

(e) that Validation Sub-Committee, in consultation with the Librarian and the 
Deputy Director of the ITS, was proposing that students on validated 
programmes be given limited library and IT access in return for a fee (subject 
to annual review) which partner organisations could pass on to students if 
they wished.  Students might decline to take advantage of this opportunity if 
they did not feel that they needed these additional facilities; 

(f) that a meeting had been arranged to inform St John’s / Ushaw / Wesley 
College of this; 
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Noted: 

(a) that the amendment to the regulations to allow BA Theology and Ministry 
students to take up to 40 credits in each of Levels 2 and 3 from the 
Department of Theology and Religion or from NEITE modules was 
comparable with the provision allowing Durham students to take modules 
from another Board of Studies; 

(b) the thanks of TLC to Alan Heesom as Chairman and Lizzie Amies as 
Secretary of Validation Sub-Committee; 

(c) that steps were being taken to complete the teach-out of the New College 
programme by the end of 2005/6 but that if this was not possible an interim 
management structure would have to be put in place for the final stages of the 
programme; 

Agreed: 

(a) that Senate be asked to revalidate the BA and MA in Theology and Ministry 
for six years from September 2005 and to renew the Memorandum of 
Agreement; 

(b) that the revised regulations be approved; 

(c) that the proposals in respect of access for students on validated programmes 
to university resources be approved; 

(d) that the Memorandum of Agreement be approved for implementation as 
Periodic Reviews occurred. 

152. CAREERS ADVISORY SERVICE 
 Reported: that the Durham University Careers Service had been rated as one of the 

top 10 services in the country by employers surveyed by the AGR;  
     Document TLC/04/288 – filed with the Minutes 
 Considered: a summary of destinations of leavers from higher education 2003/4 (the 

DLHE survey January 2005); Document TLC/04/289 – filed with the Minutes 

 Received: a summary of the DLHE data by faculty with notes on key trends; 
        Tabled – filed with the Minutes 

 Noted: 

(a) the congratulations and thanks of TLC to the Head of the Careers Service 
and her colleagues for their hard work in transforming the quality and 
reputation of the Service over the last few years; 

(b) that employment vacancies, which had declined after ‘9/11’ had now started 
to rise again.  This year, more vacancies had been available at the end of the 
academic year for students who had not started to look for employment until 
the end of their degree.  In previous years these students had had to take a 
‘gap’ year; 

(c) that the analysis of data by faculty and by campus was very useful and 
reflected the requests made by faculty TLCs when the data was discussed 
with them last year; 

(d) that Matt Deakin, who was now responsible for the DLHE data, would be 
willing to attend faculty TLCs to discuss the information in more detail; 

(e) that the parameters for collecting the DLHE data had changed for the 2002/3 
cycle so it was now becoming possible to identify trends. 
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153. BUSINESS SCHOOL AGREEMENT WITH RENMIN 

Considered: documentation regarding an agreement between the Business School 
and Renmin University in China for collaborative provision of the Durham MSc in 
Economics and Finance; Document TLC/04/290 – filed with the Minutes 
Reported: that an agreement with Renmin had been signed but that further 
clarification was needed of the respective responsibilities of the partners to ensure 
that quality was not compromised.  In future the new collaborative Memorandum of 
Agreement would ensure that the initial agreement was robust; 
Noted: 
(a) that the clarification was helpful and that the collaboration did not seem to 

compromise the quality of the provision; 
(b) that there appeared to be plans to delegate teaching to Renmin in the future 

which would significantly change the nature of the agreement; 
Agreed: that TLC approve the current procedures on the basis of the documentation 
provided but that the Business School be advised that, should it wish to delegate 
teaching to Renmin in the future, the proposal would need to be put to the new 
approval panel for collaborative provision and a new Memorandum would need to be 
signed following the model on which legal advice had been obtained. 

154. SCHOOLS LIAISON 
Considered: a report on Schools Liaison activities for 2004/5; 
    Document TLC/04/291 – filed with the Minutes 
Reported:  
(a) that 4000 state school students from the north-east now attended Stars 

session.  This represented a significant increase which it was hoped would 
continue to subsidise WP activities in 2005/6.  It was increasingly embedded 
in schools as part of their widening participation activities; 

(b) that the campus tours were successful in making the University more 
accessible.  The lack of a university open day for prospective students had 
made the institution appear aloof and unwelcoming; 

(c) that it was expected that by the end of the year there would be as many 
school visits in 2004/5 as there had been in 2003/4; 

(d) that the DEEP (Durham Educational Enhancement Programme) initiative 
extended the relationship with NAGTY students by providing residential  
courses on critical thinking; 

(e) that plans were under way to offer 15 gifted and talented state school 
students a joint summer school with Duke University.  This would differentiate 
Durham’s school liaison activities from those of other HEIs and would be 
consistent with our mission to internationalise our provision; 

(f) that the University now offered a suite of activities for school pupils from year 
9 onwards which it was hoped would arouse their interest in HE and then 
maintain it until they applied to university.  This cumulative approach was 
more realistic for non-traditional applicants than a single open day or one-off 
summer school; 

(g) that the Aim Higher funding was being withdrawn.  Consultation was still 
being undertaken but it was proposed to divert the funding to schools to fund 
or ‘buy in’ schools liaison provision.  However, many schools were unhappy 
about this, recognising that the funding, when directed to HEIs, had provided 
staff who were available to respond to their needs; 

(h) that alternative means of funding Aim Higher activities would be external 
donors, alumni and the provision of income-generating courses. 
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Noted: 
(a) that the introduction to the University translated into ethnic minority languages 

was intended to inform the families and communities of prospective students, 
rather than the students themselves who would be expected to have good 
English; 

(b) that such an initiative could be seen as patronising but that advice had been 
taken from the Race Equality Unit; 

(c) the appreciation of TLC for the varied work of the schools liaison team; 
(d) that it was difficult for the Admissions Office to find out about other initiatives 

undertaken by departments and colleges.  This ran the risk of duplication and 
the delivery of mixed messages. 

155. LAW ENTRANCE TEST 
Considered: a report from the Department of Law on experience of the first year 
using the new law entrance test;     

Document TLC/04/292 – filed with the Minutes 
Noted: 
(a) a decline in the numbers of applications for Law which might be because 

LNAT ensured that only students who were seriously interested in the subject 
would apply; 

(b) that there was no evidence that LNAT acted as a disincentive to students 
from less advantaged backgrounds; 

(c) concern that the bill of £11,600 for LNAT had been met from the Academic 
Office budget and not by the Department of Law; 

(d) that the LNAT preparation sessions offered by the University were intended 
for students from widening participation backgrounds whose schools would 
be less likely to offer coaching.  The evidence from the American SAT test, 
which was similar, suggested that limited coaching (up to 10 hours) could 
enhance scores by achieving familiarity with the test but that beyond that 
there was no improvement  

156. ADMISSIONS SELECTORS 
Considered: approval of staff to act as undergraduate admissions selectors, and who 
was to attend the admissions training sessions;   

Document TLC/04/293 – filed with the Minutes 
Noted: 

(a) that the document stated that those listed would be responsible for making 
admissions decisions.  This could imply that, once trained, those listed could 
make final decisions on the admission of individual students.  This would not 
be appropriate in the case of all staff attending the training sessions, and 
should be restricted to academic or ALC staff.  Others might be involved in 
preliminary sifting of UCAS forms or in other parts of the process; 

(b) concern that some departments and colleges had not named a member of 
academic or ALC staff to undertake training and be responsible for final 
decisions on admission; 

(c) that departments or colleges who had listed only one person for training 
would find their admissions processes at risk if that person were absent 
through illness or similar circumstances; 

Agreed: that the Head of Undergraduate Admissions amend the heading of the 
document to clarify the status of those listed, discuss with the relevant departments 
and colleges the issues raised to ensure that they had appropriate staffing for the 
admissions process and report back to TLC.    (Action: MA) 
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157. THANKS TO RETIRING MEMBERS OF TLC 
Noted: the thanks of TLC to: 

(a) Georgia Rooney for representing the interests of students on TLC and its 
working groups; 

(b) Emma Murphy at the end of her period as Associate Dean of Social Sciences 
and Health; 

(c) David Gregory-Smith for his work as examinations and assessment adviser 
including time spent outside the committee addressing issues raised.  TLC 
wished him a long and happy retirement; 

(d) Alan Heesom for his long and supportive service to TLC as Dean of Social 
Sciences and of Arts and Humanities.  The Chairman of TLC paid tribute to 
his work with Validation Sub-Committee and a wide range of working groups 
including those for the Audit, and thanked him for his characteristic 
interventions which would be much missed. 

158. DATES OF MEETINGS 
 Reported:  

(a) that TLC meetings for 2005/6 were provisionally scheduled for: 
7 October 2005 2:15pm 
14 November 2005 2:15pm 
16 January 2006 2:15pm 
20 February 2006 2:15pm 
27 March 2006 2:15pm 
15 May 2006 2:15pm 
3 July 2006 2:15pm 

(b) that an away-day on international students and internationalism would be held 
on 22 September 2005.  

 


